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8.1

Introduction

The development of science has led to a huge diversification of approaches, meth-

ods and conclusions in investigating complex problems. While it is necessary to

keep increasing the detail of the subjects being researched on, it becomes more

difficult to fold the results back in an a priori, complex reality. It is not only the

high degree of detail being covered that lets us forget where we originally started

from but also the development of the different branches of science away from each

other that makes it more difficult to combine results in a meaningful and scien-

tifically correct way. Examples are the development between natural science on

the one hand and, for example, engineering and medicine, on the other hand.The

problems we are facing, for example, in the environmental and energy areas are

so pressing that science solely as an intellectual playground cannot serve us for

our future. Thus, recombining of what we have learned in the various disciplines

is a necessity also for science to prove that it is useful for our future. Encouraging

are approaches by theoreticians, for example, in natural science and engineering

science, to attempt the so-calledmultiscale modeling that can bridge length scales

from angstroms to meters. These attempts, however, show how difficult it is but

understanding the necessity of such an approach is a crucial first step.

Electrochemistry started out mainly as an empirical and macroscopic branch

of science until in the 1920s and 1930s when microscopic physical models were

introduced due to Heisenberg’s quantum theory. Today, electrochemical research

is broadly positioned from theoretical and physical over analytical and biological

electrochemistry to engineering and application. In this volume, two further

aspects are covered: The history of electrochemical deposition processes in the

electronics industry and, relevant also for the discussion in this chapter, the role

of electrochemical engineering in battery research. In the broad spectrum of

possibilities regarding the kind of approach to be taken, the question of iden-

tifying the important questions to be solved is rather controversial. A common

perception is that the natural scientist solves molecular-based problems, then the
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electrochemical engineer takes over the study of large-scale processes, and finally

the mechanical engineer designs a device and brings it to functionality.

Such a process would be characterized as bottom up.

This serial process is tedious and time consuming and this may be part of the

reason that even breakthrough discoveries at the level of natural science may take

decades before they can be converted into technology and products are available

on the market.

Another approach would try to use application and functionality as a starting

point.Then, the various elements, for example, of a device, are described regarding

their respective properties and functionalities. Improvements will be performed

down to the molecular level. The efficiency of such an approach may be consid-

erably higher since the functionality and performance are in focus from the very

beginning. Typical design processes, such as the

• construction of fossil fuel power plants, wind and hydro power plants, solar

thermal, photovoltaics,

• development of storage facilities, such as pressurized air, accumulator batteries,

hydrogen, and solar fuels,

• construction of power grids, gas pipelines, hydrogen tanks,

are performed individually, and the resulting components optimized separately.

Such a process would be characterized as top down.

In comparing both approaches, the latter is more direct and is often quite success-

ful. The former, however, may go through various sidelines; it is curiosity driven.

This may be more of a zigzag course in terms of a specific application but bears

the potential of being highly innovative in the end.

The conclusion is quite obvious; it is not good to have these two approaches as

alternatives but rather in a combination.We need both qualities, and the question

is how to organize this in a research environment. In the following is a schematic

that tries to illustrate this (Figure 8.1).

In the three elements systems, components, and fundamentals top-down and

bottom-up approaches should be pursued; in the systems section and the funda-

mentals section top-down and bottom-up, respectively, may be more important.

In the end, the mixture of both is the decisive approach. “We need to develop a

curiosity for what happens with my results, so I better understand what others do

with my results.” This helps to bridge the different sections.

In order to foster this kind of understanding, the purpose of this chapter is to

attempt to draw a line in the example of an energy system that includes electro-

chemical processes from a system description and evaluation and the methods

to analyze those to components, to materials and down to molecular function-

ality. This chapter is far from being comprehensive or even complete; it is rather

sketchy but with the intention to show a continuous red line combining all lev-

els of abstraction in such a complex system. So it should not be understood as

the place where one can obtain the best description of the latest research results,

but it has a conceptual character trying to point out how things belong together.
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Figure 8.1 Structure of an energy system with different components.

If this can be achieved, a better understanding of a complex research process is

possible.

On the basis of the discussion above, the chapter is structured in a way that

first the system and its boundary conditions are described and discussed. In this

discussion also the question of organization and hierarchy is addressed from the

point of computer science. Then, a very simple example is described as to how a

building block in an urban city (example:Munich, Germany) is powered by renew-

ables. It shows that more than three quarters of the annual electricity demand can

be covered by renewables provided you have an appropriate energy storage and

management. Further on, the case of an autonomous electricity supply is assumed

based on renewables. A fuel cell system is conceived that is based on bioethanol

obtained from biowaste. In this direct ethanol fuel cell (DEFC), the operational

concept and the materials are discussed. In the end, the important aspect of elec-

trocatalysis and its criteria for the DEFC are analyzed.

In the conclusions section, the results of the various sections are being put in

perspective to each other. Especially, the aspect of top down versus bottom up is

discussed again and compared to the principal ideas put up before. It is shown

that the processes are not linear but rather circular in nature.

8.2

Architectures of Energy Systems

As outlined above, energy technology is still strongly influenced by hardware

developments, and it is essentially about the principles of energy conversion,

energy storage, and energy transport. Until now, the meaningfully coupled design

of these entities, as well as the organization of the practical operation of the

resulting systems, has been dealt with only on a secondary level. One example is

the ongoing discussion about “smart grids”: it is now generally understood that
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computer science and communications engineering concepts will have to play

a central role in both the planning and run-time phase of all layers of energy

systems. This will become necessary, not only because the renewable energy

supply typically fluctuates but also because there will be many more producers in

close proximity to the electricity consumers, and with the advent and deployment

of electric cars, storage capacity may not only be distributed, but may even be

physically movable across large geographic regions.

8.2.1

The System and Its Boundary Conditions

Energy systems such as smart grids and their constituents (components and pro-

cesses) are systems of systems [1].The upcoming need for the holistic design, opti-

mization, and operation of such systems at their various levels (from the molecule

to the city) will give rise to a new interdisciplinary research field: Computational

Energy Science.

There are two discernible phases in the lifetime of a smart multiscale and mul-

tisystem energy system:

1) Design time: based on a specification of system requirements, available

components are considered to be candidate entities, and then and only then,

can the subsystems be compiled. On the basis of simulations, the borders

of the subsystems are defined and redefined in an iterative cycle such that

the optimal functional units and cells emerge. These units will have to be

implemented and connected via hardware; therefore, the result of this phase

will be a static scheme. This will have to be done increasingly on computers

with massive power, so that different scenarios can be investigated in detail,

that is, “exploratory simulation.”

2) Run time: when the system (composed of its subsystems) is in operation, the

input, output, and dynamic requirements will change continuously depend-

ing on the timescale. To operate the system according to a set of optimality

criteria, some kind of predictive simulation will be necessary.This simulation

will make it possible to permanently adjust the internal system parameters to

follow an optimal trajectory.

Both phases are based on suitable models of systems and component behavior.

From an informatics perspective, a microgrid in a car will not be much different

from a smart grid section formed by a small village because of the abstraction into

computational models.

A typical future scenario is shown in Figure 8.2. The overarching smart grid

can be logically divided into smaller cells (microgrids) that have a large autarky1)

1) There is frequently some confusion about the semantics of autonomy versus autarky. We under-

stand autarky as the property of being self-sufficient and independent of external supply (e.g., a

self-sufficient national economy that need not import raw materials from outside the country). By

autonomy we mean that an entity (creature, state, system) has the quality of being self-governed,

that is, the rules according to which it functions can be changed on its own will.
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Figure 8.2 Future scenario for smart grid and (physical) microgrids with virtual power sta-

tions. (Image adapted from Ref. [2]. Acatech, March 2012.)

of their own. The logical limits of the virtual microgrid do not necessarily

correspond to spatial constraints (such as city limits or terrain topology) or to

classical grid layers, such as voltage distribution levels. Nevertheless, by defining

a border, both a real and virtual microgrid define a region; such regions are

autarkic if there is no energy or material stream between them. Typically, they

are autonomous if they can control the internal flows (energy and materials)

inside their borders based on their own rules (and there is no entity outside their

borders that has control over them).

This virtualization of the energy network has two consequences: (i) electricity

production and consumption can be dynamically coupled and load production

peaks can be compensated for very quickly, provided that the data exchange facil-

ities between all of the entities of the network are powerful enough. (ii) For each

component to be integrated into the management system, a corresponding data

model is needed that can represent its (static) properties and (dynamic) behavior.

The general goal is to reduce energy exchange between regions to a minimum so as

to avoid transport losses and network fees.

This data-driven energy distribution management approach suggests that

efficient management systems be developed first, from which the criteria for the

design of concrete hardware and software systems can be derived. If the behavior

model(s) of a complete grid at nano, micro, meso, and macro levels are defined
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to the necessary degree of detail, realistic simulations of the energy flow can

obviously be performed for an optimized planning of the grid (network topology,

placement of storage elements, etc.).

However, if these models can also be computed at run time, a multivariate,

multilevel, online optimization can be performed, in which all those parameters

that cannot be measured (or are too costly to measure) can at least be estimated.

The scientific question is then how the computational resources should be spread

across the entire network and how they can use the communication pathways in

the most efficient way, because a fine-grained simulation will have to cope with

huge amounts of data (which should ideally be kept as local as possible, in full

compatibility with the principles of local use and autarky).

Finally, it is important to realize that in the future, the flow in the network will

not only become more fluctuant because more and more electricity from renew-

able sources will be fed into it – but also that the consumption will become more

dynamic because electric transportation will play an increasingly more impor-

tant role. Therefore, online planning based on real-time data is mandatory, and it

may also prove to be very useful for integrating predictive simulations about other

important aspects, such as the immediate future of the weather in a microgrid or

short-term development of traffic and the resulting need for recharging electric

vehicles. Consequently, energy science must deal with these questions, including

the following:

• Development of new architectural structures, which interweave energy gener-

ation and consumer needs with distributed hierarchical layered “autonomy for

autarky” concepts,

• Development of behavior models of components and models for these models

(meta-models), aswell asmethods for creating thesemodels in a straightforward

manner,

• Definition and development of (Internet-based) communication methods for

relaying status, planning, and scheduling information in real-time, with high

accuracy and of the highest reliability and security to enable accurate monitor-

ing and control of the network,

• Development ofmechanisms for decentralized, fault-tolerant control with pos-

sible local and (semi-)automated balancing of production, storage, and con-

sumption, including links to temporarily available energy buffers to maintain

self-sufficiency.

8.2.2

Architectures of Multiscale Energy Systems

Energy systems are networks with a certain topology in which extraction, refine-

ment, conversion, transportation, distribution, and utilization of different forms

of energy take place to provide a set of services. An energy system involves mul-

tiple interconnected “energy chains” that provide a certain energy service. Inside

one system, these energy chains may, to some extent, compete with each other as
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theremay bemultiple possible chains that lead to the provision of the same energy

service (e.g., having a constant flow of electricity in one’s home – regardless of

its origin, such as nuclear, fossil, solar). Clearly, today’s energy systems are of an

extremely high complexity, especially on a large scale with a huge amount of inter-

connected energy chains. Each of these individual chains contains a large number

of components (technical subsystems), intowhich and out of which there are flows

of material and energy (commodities). They are interconnected through trans-

portation processes.

In order to make the properties of an energy system accessible to computer

simulations and computer-assisted design, its overall structure (network topology

andnetwork components) and the relations between the components (commodity

exchange processes) must be expressible in a machine-interpretable form.

The development of a formally describable model for such energy systems has

happened over a long time, beginning in 1972 [3]. Based on this pioneering work,

a Reference Energy System (RES) has been developed over the years [4].The basic

layout of an energy system is shown in Figure 8.3.

In [5], a new graphical representation and additional elements, which were not

originally proposed by Hoffman [3], were introduced into the RES concept. They

extend and enhance the original model by several concepts, which became neces-

sary because of technology developments over time. In [6] and [7], these concepts

were refined even further to become the extended RES (eRES) as available today.

This is described in Figure 8.4.

Using this formal (and yet human-understandable) representation, we can

attach clearly defined semantics to every energy system structure. In our context

of multiscale energy systems, it is particularly important that energy systems

are structured into containers (typically spatial regions), which can be part of a

surrounding container. In other words, due to the concept of a recursively defined

container, an arbitrary level of detail can be clearly specified in terms of “is part

of” or “contains” relationships. There are just a few more terms that need to be

defined here to provide a basic understanding:

• A container is the basic entity for constructing hierarchical structures among

the elements of an eRES. Containers can be aggregated by “grouping” elements

and, conversely, they can also be disaggregated. Depending on the (variable)

definition of their semantics, containers can be seen as regions for a geographi-

cal separation, or as a specific technology, for example, containing all elements

consuming fossil fuel, and so on.
• A process is a representation of an arbitrary physical device, which transforms

commodities into other commodities. For practical usage, they have to be fur-

ther specialized into internal or exchange processes.
• A commodity is defined as a material stream or a set of streams that are

quantitatively ascertainable and that are produced and consumed by other

processes. They are typically even further categorized as internal, input, and

output commodities. Storage as such is also introduced as a commodity that

can be exchanged for another commodity (e.g., a fuel) for different periods of

time, while the act of storing is seen a process.
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Figure 8.3 Example of an energy system in formal graphical notation showing the relationships between all of the defining

elements of an RES using the original graphical RES representation. (Adapted from Ref. [4].)
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eRES representation.
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Notably, the concept of containers makes it possible to create top-down as

well as bottom-up models in the eRES notation. In a bottom-up procedure,

the elements are aggregated complex energy systems. In the top-down “design

mode,” containers can be introduced that can later be gradually refined. Hence,

the eRES notation is very ergonomic and user friendly, because the combined

bottom-up and top-down approaches allow for hybrid modeling and extensions

at any later point in time.

As part of our ongoing work, the conceptual definition of eRES has been trans-

formed into a formal alternative language, the Universal Scheme for modeling

Energy Systems (USES).The advantage of USES over eRES lies in its clearly defined

concepts and their relationships with each other. USES is minimal in terms of

its concepts, which means that no unnecessary exceptions are introduced. This

represents a significant simplification compared to eRES while offering the same

expressive power – and the same power for graphical representation as depicted

above. A complete formal description of the syntax of USES that takes advantage

of both graph theory and the unified modeling language (UML) class diagram

language can be found in [8].

To illustrate the power of the approach, we can examine the network in

Figure 8.2 in more detail. Figure 8.5 shows the same network, but with labeled

entities: power stations; virtual power stations; PMG, physical microgrid;

VPS,virtual power station; C, consumer; PP, power station; T, transformer.

This network transforms into the graphical representation shown in Figure 8.6,

employing the USES graphical language.This picture corresponds 1 : 1 to a formal

textual description that can be read and processed by a computer.

This picture shows only the physical and virtual microgrids, whereas Figures 8.7

and 8.8 break down the physicalmicrogrids PMG4 and PMG5with their intercon-

nected entities of real entities, such as power stations of various types, transform-

ers, and individual consumers (houses, e-cars-charging stations).

While the formal representations of the imaginary smart grid in Figure 8.2 can

be used to model a rather small grid with few components, the USES formalism

is powerful and scalable enough to be utilized for the complete description and

modeling of very large grids.

As an example, we can briefly review the electric power system of Singapore.

Singapore can serve as an ideal example because (i) it is a small island with no con-

nections to the outside world, (ii) the number of components is tractable even on

small computers, (iii) themodeling of the entire network including its components

can be completed in a short time frame, and (iv) the simulation can be performed

in real-time to a great level of detail. Figure 8.9 shows the top-level topology of

Singapore’s electric energy system. There are a number of power stations that are

connected to each other, there are smaller substations, and there are a number of

components (switches, transformer stations, etc.) that need to be controlled in an

adequate manner for the smooth general operation of the grid.
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Figure 8.5 Smart grid from Figure 8.2 with annotated entities. PMG, physical microgrid;

VPS, virtual power station; C, consumer; PP, power station; T, transformer. (Image adapted

from Ref. [2]. Acatech, March 2012.)
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Figure 8.6 Representation of labeled smart grid from Figure 8.2 with annotated entities.

In order to present a basic impression of what this system would look like in

graphical USES notation, we transformed the topology (together with some addi-

tional knowledge of the stations and the grid) into a logical description of the grid

(see Figure 8.10).
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Figure 8.8 Disaggregated PMG 5. Breakdown of the “small” physical microgrid in Figure 8.2

with its associated consumers.
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There are five power station compounds

PSC1–PSC5, each consisting of a number

of power stations. There are also switches

Sw1–Sw8 and transformer stations T1–T16;

not all of them are shown in this picture.
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grained, lower level description. This model

can be used directly for all modeling pur-

poses (at design time and at run time).

Figure 8.10 shows the five power station compounds (PSC1 to PSC5) as aggre-

gated source processes (where each one contains a number of power stations on

a lower hierarchical level, which is not shown in the picture). PSC1 to PSC5 are

connected to transformers (T1 to T13) that distribute the energy via power lines

(commodities L40 to L70), isolated transformers (T13, T16), and switches (Sw1 to

Sw8) to the consumers. All of themodeled entities combined constitute the power

transmission system of Singapore.

As mentioned before, this is only a very rough overview of the power of the

USES approach. It is important to keep in mind, however, that it is the first

approach to modeling complete systems in a consistent and uniform way – from

the top level power stations down to the smallest consumer – so that these

systems become computationally tractable – both at design time and later at run

time (with the potential to transform the necessarymodels automatically between

these two phases). In particular, the run-time models of component behavior

are an essential element for the run-time optimization approach outlined in the

following subsection.

8.2.3

Agent-Based Approaches for Run-Time Simulation and Optimization

Until now, we have only considered the energy flow in the heterarchy (or hier-

archy) of systems. We tacitly assumed that the control of this flow would follow

some basic rules; typically, in real systems the control is static (i.e., determined
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at design-time) or moderately dynamic, in that it follows some time and demand

profiles over a day, a week, or a year.

In future virtual autonomous networks, however, each component of the sys-

tems is connected to the overlaying data network – resulting in complete com-

munication “reachability” between all devices. This means that all the network

components can control their behavior according to knowledge about the state

of the complete system, that is, they are permanently informed about the needs

(of consumers), the supply situation (of power stations), the overall strategy to be

followed (as determined by the network operator) as well as additional system-

related information, such as failure or overload of components.

This gives rise to the question of how such a network can be efficiently organized

according to a super-ordinated general goal (expressed by a target function). This

goal could be the overall minimization of transport losses, the optimal scheduling

of device operation, the management of supply in certain places, or any combi-

nation of these. The control strategy must be scalable (the number of devices in

the network will increase over time), it must be robust (there will always be com-

munication and/or component failures), and it must be adaptive (the operational

requirements will change at various timescales). Furthermore, the strategy must

be implementable on the most diverse computer platforms and embedded sys-

tems, it must be straightforward to realize, and it must enable the components to

phase into and out of the complete network at any time (“plug-and-play”). Such a

system would be characterized by the following key properties:

• Simplicity: the interfaces between the power system components (hardware and

software) should be easy to implement and the components’ operation should

be transparent, that is, easy to monitor.

• Fault tolerance: If an individual component is detected as being temporarily

or permanently defective, it should be automatically phased out of the normal

system operation and, if possible, replaced with one or more alternative com-

ponents. The system’s performance should always degrade gracefully; it should

never come to a complete stop.

• Self-organization: the distributed power system must be able to form “teams”

of cooperating components (agents) in (virtual) cells. At run time, team forma-

tion must be completely automatic, that is, only dependent on the tasks to be

performed (and on the state of the environment).

• Heterogeneity and integration: the system should allow for the transparent com-

bination of components of different principles of operation and of different per-

formance levels. Itmust be possible to establish online control loops on demand,

whichmakes it necessary to provide communicationmodes that guarantee real-

time interaction between all individual components.

As outlined in [8] for sensor networks, our approach to solving thismultifaceted

problem space is the contract network protocol [9, 10].The extension to power sys-

tems (which are, in essence, sensor-actuator-networks) is straightforward. Before

doing so, let us briefly look at organization theory [11], which forms the basis for

our study.
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Figure 8.11 (a–d) Different forms of hierarchical organizations.

The “nucleus” – the smallest functional unit – of our overall model of power

system organization is an agent, that is, a network component with some func-

tionality (conversion, distribution, storage), together with an automatic controller

and some communication abilities. The agent is connected to the network. It can

control its own behavior over an infinite period of time, but it can also correspond

with any other agent in the network to synchronize its behavior with other agents.

Synchronized agents are called teams, and teams can form over time – in a tran-

sient or a permanent manner. The team structure is specified by the relations

between team members. These depend on the capabilities of the team members,

which are defined by assigning competences and responsibilities to them.

An obvious choice for a structure is the simple hierarchy in Figure 8.11a, where

the agents A1 …Ak at the lower level all specialize in unique classes of tasks (for

which they are individually competent and take responsibility). In an example

from human organizations, the mandator M would be an executive officer who

wants a report to be printed and bound andwho controls every step in this process

by successively having it typed (A1), copied (A2), and so on.

In the context of our smart grid, this implies that certain agents may specialize

in particular tasks, such as power conversion; others work on different problems

(e.g., bi-directional switching, up-down transformation, establishing communi-

cation paths, or coordinating subordinated agents). There need not be a tempo-

ral relation between agent operations (i.e., a certain operation is done before the

other), but clearly a relationship between them in that they may all be sensibly

coordinated by one superior mandator.

A different form of hierarchy is shown in Figure 8.11b, where a team of nonspe-

cialized agents works on and returns complete solutions to the upper-level agent

(e.g., a pool of typists are given tasks by the upper-level agent according to their

current workload). This would correspond to several instantiations of the same

agent type (with equal competences and duties) that can handle tasks depend-

ing on their current load – for example, an array of solar generators that can be

individually controlled.

In an extended hierarchy there may be more than one level of coordinating

agents. Agents at the lower level may communicate with each other (e.g., for

computation load compensation), but they are still individually identifiable by the

upper-level agents; see Figure 8.11c.

However, if there are nonspecialized agents on the same level, then there is a

potential for these agents to coordinate themselves by exchanging information

directly without any arbitration by a superior agent, Figure 8.11d. This is the
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M(a)

(b)
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: Control relations
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Middle level
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: Neighbourhood relation/load exchange

Figure 8.12 The two basic structures – completely flat (a) and extended hierarchical (b).

concept of lateral structures. Both hierarchical and lateral structures may coexist

in one network; subtrees are structured laterally and organize their cooperation

within their layer of the subtree autonomously after receiving a certain task from

their superior agent (or the external mandator M). In such organizations, there

is no coordinating authority, and agents may be members of different transient

teams.

In more detail, Figure 8.12a shows the situation for a completely flat organiza-

tion: every agent can be a member of any team; teams are formed in a transient

manner upon demand. The organization is completely determined by the task

injected into the system and the current load, as well as system parameters. The

shaded areas show different teams that may coexist (and may never appear in this
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exact configuration again). Agents may bemembers of different teams at the same

time (and have an internal queue for scheduling the activities they have to per-

form for the different teams). In an extended hierarchy (Figure 8.12b), there are

flat structures at different layers. Layers on top of another layer can exert a certain

level of control, that is, they manage the agent sets on the lower level and are

managed by their upper level. While this concentration of decision power intro-

duces single points of failure (there is only one top level agent), it also reduces the

need for synchronization work, that is, bandwidth and time needed for forming

a team.

As depicted below, usually no recommendation for structuring the network can

be given a priori. Typically, only extensive simulations can answer this question.

Clearly, however, given the power of today’s networks, even this structuring can

be dynamic – depending, for example, on the prevalent task at a certain time of

the day.

Let us construct an example and assume that mandator M wants a certain task

to be worked on, for example, the overnight recharging of a small number of

electric cars in a neighborhood in the PMG. It injects this task into the network

by negotiating with a number of candidate agents, and the first agent (called 1

in Figure 8.13a), which has the competence to communicate with the energy

exchange broker, starts working on the task. It determines what the current

price would be for importing electricity for recharging the car fleet – either

simultaneously (all cars together) or sequentially (car by car over a longer period

of time). It then hands over to agent 2 (again, after a negotiation phase with

similar agents such as 2), which gathers local information from other agents

about the state of the components (storage levels, current energy supply from

power stations, expected consumption for the next few hours, etc.). Based on

the information gathered, it constructs a plan for this specific situation. The

execution of this plan is negotiated with other agents, which offer their services

to agent 3 and have the ability to dispatch the recharging process (because they

are part of the recharging infrastructure). In cooperation with agent 4, agent 3

then executes the charging; after its completion, billing and termination activities

can be handled by yet other agents, 5 and 6.

Figure 8.13b depicts a situation inwhich agent 4 terminates its work because of a

hardware failure and another agent with the same competences takes over. Finally,

M

(a) (b)

1 2

3

6 5 4

1 2

3

6 5 4

(c)

M M1

M2

M3

Figure 8.13 Different types of team formation in the flat network of Figure 8.12 (a).
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Figure 8.13c shows a configuration in which there are a number of parallel tasks

injected by several mandators (which is the normal case), and permanent negoti-

ations take place between all agents in the network for performing the subtasks.

Agents used sequentially in processing more than one task are shaded in gray.

In this example, agents 1, 2, and 3 are responsible for information processing in

the PMG. They could be replaced easily by other information processing agents

in the network that can perform the same tasks, depending on their workload.

Clearly, one could even think of a completely centralized solution, where all of

the information collection and data management is done in a remote data center

outside the PMG. This would, however, violate the principle of autarky, would

cause muchmore traffic, would be less resilient in high load situations, and would

bemuchmore vulnerable to network component failures, and so on.Nevertheless,

a limited hierarchy could be a viable alternative, where one centralized top-level

agent per PMG is the single entry point for all tasks, and a number of equally

competent agents for one (sub)task class would be below this agent (this would be

the situation according to Figure 8.13b).

To compare these two situations from an information processing perspective,

we have conducted extensive simulations with a large number of parameters.

These parameters included (among others) the network size K , a required fixed

deadline for a given task, the completion probability V (the percentage of tasks

successfully completed before a given deadline), the probability b of an agent

accepting an offered task, the failure probability f (of an agent being unable to

complete the task), and the repair delay r (time after an agent failed to resume its

work).

We conclude by looking at one result: the performance of the network

when reconfiguration is necessary because of the failure of individual nodes.

Figure 8.14 illustrates the effect of increasing the network size K and varying

the failure probability f , which was 0.01 and 0.05, in Figure 8.14a,b, respectively.

In addition, the performance of flat (fl) and hierarchical (hi) organizations are
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Figure 8.14 Simulation of the two net-

work topologies fl(at) and hi(erarchical).

The graphs show the effect of network

size K on throughput V with two varying

acceptance probabilities b. There are two

varying parameters: network structure and

completion probability. (a) Low failure prob-

ability f = 0.01 and long repair delay r. (b)

Same parameters but high failure probability

f = 0.05 and long repair delay r. The repair

delay in these cases is 10 times longer than

the required completion deadline.
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shown for different degrees of task acceptance probabilities b (the reciprocal

of task complexity). In the case of low failure probability f (Figure 8.14b) fl is

superior to hi: even with small network sizes, fl provides a higher percentage V

of tasks completed successfully than hi. This advantage increases with growing

network size K because the set of potential agents that a mandator may select

from becomes larger in the case of fl. This is also true in the case of high failure

probability. Here, too, a larger network size will increase the likelihood of finding

a working agent, reducing the average amount of time needed for repeated futile

negotiation phases. Moreover, in a larger network an increase in complexity

(b getting smaller) results in less degraded performance for fl when compared

to hi. Nevertheless, we note that with small network sizes, hi shows a better

performance than fl. Still, as K increases, a break-even point is reached, at which

fl’s performance exceeds that of hi.

A more detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this chapter, but the modeling

tool and the simulation with a very rich parameter set make it possible to design

autonomous energy systems with very high precision with respect to a desired

target by looking at various scenarios. However, even the presented analyses show

that there aremanyways of organizing a complex network of interdependent com-

munication and energy flows – and that there is no “one-architecture-fits-it-all”

approach to setting up these systems. Nevertheless, if there is a certain degree

of redundancy in the hardware structures and the communication pathways are

sufficiently developed to handle protocols such as the contract net protocol, the

control software can provide an unprecedented degree of flexibility!

8.3

The Big Picture

8.3.1

Centralized versus Decentralized Systems

A critical endeavor for researchers in the field of energy systems is to transform

our energy landscape toward a sustainable and green future. Based on the existing

energy storage technologies, we believe that we need not only a restructuring and

decentralization of the electricity production, but also a whole new architecture

of the energy system in order to tap the full potential of smart production, trans-

portation, and storage of electricity. As will be shown later, the establishment of

quasi-autonomous energy clusters can be a solution to reduce the need for grid

extension considerably.

Given the rapid development of renewable energy we are currently facing, there

are two design approaches one could pursue in the structuring of our energy sys-

tem: The top-down approach (i) is to construct large-scale wind parks and pho-

tovoltaic (PV) sites, and to heavily invest in grid extension for the transport of

electricity to the consumer and the increase of the storage capacity of the grid.

This approach will most probably lead to the fulfillment or even over-fulfillment
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8.15 Scalability of energy clusters by choice of technology from single homes (a),

to blocks (b), to districts (c). (Reprinted from Ref. [12].)

of the obligations for electricity production on the way to a completely renew-

able energy supply by 2050. However, in this scenario effective energy manage-

ment is restricted to a limited number of large-scale storage technologies, such as

pumped-storage power plants and compressed air storage sites. In addition, grid

extension to that extend can be quite costly.

In contrast, the bottom-up approach (ii) favors self-sustaining and largely

autonomous energy clusters together with a need-based, local production of

electricity. By this, one could minimize the need for energy storage and greatly

reduce supplementation from the grid. With the right choice of technology

for energy conversion and storage, those energy clusters could range from

single-family homes to city blocks or even whole districts, production sites, and

small remote villages (see Figure 8.15). All of this demands the development

of an efficient management structure, hereafter referred to as computational

energy science, under which those energy clusters can act as quasi-autonomous

microgrids. A novel architecture of the energy system based on energy clusters

could focus on the combination of multiple small-scale technologies to design

generation, storage, and consumption in a smart way. Figure 8.16 depicts what an

energy cluster within the smart grid could look like. In Chapter 2 some governing

principles were described; see also Figure 8.5.

8.3.2

Decentralized Energy Systems: a Closer Look

In a decentralized energy system the energy production facilities are located closer

to the sites of energy consumption. The key point of a decentralized energy sys-

tem is that it allows for more optimal use of renewable energy as well as combined
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Figure 8.16 Smart grid architecture featuring autonomous energy cluster. (Rearranged from Ref. [13].)
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heat and power, simultaneously reducing fossil fuel use and increasing overall eco-

efficiency.Theuse of decentralized energy systems is a relatively newmethodology

in the power industry inmost countries. Traditionally, the power industry focuses

on developing large, central power stations where the power is generated and

then transmitted across long distribution lines to sites of consumption. On the

other hand, decentralized energy systems seek to put power sources closer to the

end user. Sourcing energy generation in a similar decentralized manner as that of

the end users can reduce the transmission and distribution inefficiencies, and the

related economic and environmental costs.

A decentralized system relies mainly on distributed generation and energy stor-

age. The primary element of a decentralized energy system is distributed gener-

ation, also known as on-site generation. Although both heat and electricity can

be generated in a decentralized system, only electricity can be transported over

larger distances while heat needs to be consumed within some 10 km. Switching

to decentralized power generation allows for heat and power generation coordi-

nation in combined heat and power plants, for example, by using fuel cells. This

in turn results in increasing the system’s efficiency because heat is a by-product of

many electricity-generating techniques.

The use of more than one generation of sources in a decentralized system may

lead to new difficulties in controlling supply to bestmatch demand. However, stor-

age techniques such as batteries, compressed air, and pumped hydro storage can

help in storing energy when supply exceeds demand and feeding it back into the

Main generation
by wind in north

Wind power
partially used for

electrolysis

Some generation
by PV in south

Smart demand
side management

Generation
by PV on site

Combined heat
and power by
fuel cells

Energy storage
by redox flow

batteries
Transport

and
storage

(a) (b)

Figure 8.17 Possible scenarios for layouts of centralized (a) and decentralized energy sys-

tems (b) in Germany.
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grid during peak hours. Storage is particularly useful for intermittent renewable

energy plants, which often produce electricity at their highest capacities during

nonpeak hours. In the next section, we give a brief overview of the main storage

devices that can be integrated into a decentralized energy system.

Figure 8.17 shows a comparison between a centralized energy system

(Figure 8.17a) and a decentralized energy system (Figure 8.17b) in Germany,

where the latter offers a combination of multiple small-scale technologies to

design generation, storage, and consumption in a smart way. The decentralized

energy system is characterized by the generation of electricity where it is needed,

and a minimum need for energy storage and minimal supplement from the grid.

8.4

Storage Components

8.4.1

How to Store Energy

The technical performance of energy storage devices is mainly described by four

key parameters. The energy density (i) is the amount of energy stored in a system

of given mass (gravimetric) or a region of space (volumetric), while the power of

an energy storage device per mass or volume is referred to as the power density

(ii). The time of energy storage characteristic for a specific device design is called

storage time (iii), and internal reactions, which reduce the stored charge in a device

without any load connected in the external circuit is the so-called self-discharge

(iv).

The above-described criteria apply to different technical realizations of energy

storage systems. One generally distinguishes between thermodynamic energy

storage devices that store energy as latent heat and electrical energy storage

devices that allow multiple ways of energy conversion. A representative of the

first category is building material featuring micro-encapsulated phase change

materials (PCMs) that absorb heat when they change from solid to liquid and

release heat and vice versa [14]. The second category is represented by (super-)

capacitors (energy stored in electric fields), batteries (energy stored in the charge

state of single molecules within an encased system), or flywheels and pumped-

storage power plants (energy stored mechanically). Furthermore, chemicals (such

as hydrogen) can be used for long-term energy storage in combination with

converters (e.g., fuel cells).

Figure 8.18 puts several battery-related technologies into context with electrical

andmechanical energy storage devices. In general, electrochemical energy storage

possesses a number of desirable features, including pollution-free operation, high

round-trip efficiency, long cycle life, low maintenance, as well as flexible power

and energy characteristics to meet different grid functions (like load leveling and

power quality management) [15]. Therefore, the next section focuses on some of

the most relevant electrochemical energy storage systems.
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Figure 8.18 Comparison of power rating and discharge time for various energy storage

systems.

8.4.2

Selected Energy Storage Devices

Electrochemical energy storage devices can be classified in terms of their diverse

operating principles. Regardless of their specific internal chemistry, batteries store

energy through charge transfer reactions within their electrode structure. Redox

flow batteries (RFBs), in contrast, possess storage tanks containing redox species

that are continuously circulated through the cell under change of their charge

state. In supercaps, an electrical double-layer arises at the electrode/electrolyte

interface, that is, energy is stored in the electric field between spatially separated

charges. Consequently, supercaps could be categorized as both electrochemical

and pure electrical energy storage devices. Finally, fuel cells represent yet a dif-

ferent, non-rechargeable kind of electrochemical storage system, since the energy

is stored in the reactants (hydrogen, ethanol, etc.) that are externally fed to the

device.

8.4.2.1 Li-Ion Batteries

Figure 8.19 compares a state-of-the-art Li-ion battery pack used in battery elec-

tric vehicles (BEVs) with a standard lead–acid car battery. The mature scientific

approach of Li-ion technology to intercalate Li+ ions into host structures outper-

forms conventional batteries in terms of energy and power density, nomatter what

battery chemistry it is compared to (see Table 8.1). The reaction mechanism is

summarized in Eq. (8.1).
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Figure 8.19 (a) Li-ion battery pack comprised of 216 single cells in 18 modules [16] and

(b) standard lead–acid car battery.

Table 8.1 Key parameters of state-of-the-art batteries with different chemistries [17].

Battery type Pb Ni–Cd Ni–MeH Na–S/Na–NiCl2 Li-ion

Energy density volume (Wh l−1) 90 150 200 345/190 300–400

Energy density gravimetry (Wh kg−1) 35 50 70 170/120 200–300

Power density volume (W l−1) 910 2000 3000 270 4200–5500

Power density gravimetry (W kg−1) 430 700 1200 180 3000–3800

Self-discharge + + + − ++
Fast charging − ++ + − +

Li+ + e− + 2Li0.5CoO2 ↔ 2LiCoO2 (cathode)
LiC6 ↔ Li+ + e− + 6C (anode)

LiC6 + 2Li0.5CoO2 ↔ 2LiCoO2 + 6C; ΔU0 ≈ 4.1 V

(8.1)

In state-of-the-art rechargeable Li-ion batteries transitionmetal oxides serve as

reversible cathode materials [18]. Lithiation of the transition metal oxides results

in LiMO2 compounds (in most commercial systems M=Co) that serve as the

source of lithium in the cell. As an anode host structure that allows Li intercala-

tion, most Li-ion battery types rely on graphite, whereas the standard electrolyte

solutions are alkyl carbonate solvents.

Beyond the above-described graphite–LiCoO2 system that powers most of

today’s portable electronic devices, such as laptops and cell phones, there is a new

generation of Li-ion batteries that features novel anode and cathode materials.

A compendious presentation of these advanced Li-ion battery concepts is far

beyond the scope of this chapter and there are excellent reviews that provide

a comprehensive overview of the recent developments [19]. However, one

particular system shall be highlighted here, which renders Li-ion technology

suitable for stationary applications, such as load leveling.
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By introducing lithium titanate Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) as a new anode intercalation

material and combining it with highly stable LiMPO4 cathodes, the resulting bat-

tery system exhibits very prolonged cycle lifetime, impressive stability, and excel-

lent safety features [20, 21]. LTO electrodes are inferior to graphite in terms of

their capacity, which leaves LTO-based batteries with rather low energy density.

However, in terms of load leveling applications for which energy density is not

important, LTO electrodes seem highly suitable, because they are very fast and

excel in low temperature performance [22]. At the redox potential of this electrode

there are no major reduction processes of standard electrolyte solutions. Because

of this fact, LTO electrodes exhibit very prolonged cycle life. As a family of cath-

ode materials LiMPO4 and especially its representative LiFePO4 feature a practi-

cal capacity that almost reaches the theoretical one (165 out of 170mAh g−1). It

furthermore possesses an excellent rate capability even at low temperatures and

very good safety features. As another decisive advantage, it is much less thermally

active with standard electrolytes than lithiated transition metal oxides. Prototype

cells employing the upper combination of novel anode and cathode materials rep-

resent impressive demonstrations of how Li-ion technology can contribute to the

storage of renewable energy.

8.4.2.2 Post Li-Ion Batteries

Apart from the long-commercialized Li-ion battery concept, significant research

effort is put into Li–S and Li–air systems, the so-called post Li-ion batteries. For

use in BEVs the theoretical energy density of Li-ion batteries (387Whkg−1) is

too low to approach the desired driving range of ∼500 km between charging [23].

The move from Li-ion to Li–S and Li–air would represent a great leap forward

in terms of energy density. The reaction products on the cathode side, namely

Li2S and Li2O2, store more lithium and hence more charge per unit mass, than

LiCoO2. On the anode side lithium metal stores more charge per unit mass than

Li-intercalated graphite electrodes. Figure 8.20 depicts a schematic representation

of Li–S and Li–air batteries, while Eqs. (8.2) and (8.3) provide the main reaction

mechanisms.

S + 2Li+ + 2e− ↔ (Li2S)solid (cathode)
2Li ↔ 2Li+ + 2e− (anode)

2Li + S ↔ (Li2S)solid ΔU0 ≈ 2.0 V

(8.2)

O2 + 2Li+ + 2e− ↔ (Li2O2)solid (cathode)
2Li ↔ 2Li+ + 2e− (anode)

2Li +O2 ↔ (Li2O2)solid ΔU0 ≈ 4.1 V

(8.3)

In Li–S batteries, the Li–metal anode is oxidized upon discharge, releasing

Li+ into the electrolyte (vice versa upon charge). At the cathode, elemental sul-

fur is reduced upon discharge to form various polysulfides. These compounds

then combine with Li+ to form the final discharge product Li2S (on charging it

is decomposed again to S + 2Li+ + 2e−).
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Figure 8.20 Prinicple of Li–S (a) and Li–air battery (b) [24].

Li–S batteries represent a promising concept due to (i) the natural abundance

and low cost of sulfur and (ii) the high theoretical energy density of 2567Whkg−1

[25, 26]. However,major drawbacks that hampered the commercialization of Li–S

technology are (i) the poor electrode rechargeability owing to the solid reaction

product Li2S (“cathode clogging”) and (ii) the diffusion of polysulfide intermedi-

ates Li2Sn (3 ≤ n ≤ 6) to the anode (“capacity fading”).

In Li–air batteries, molecular oxygen O2 from air enters the cathode’s porous

carbon structure. It dissolves in the electrolyte found inside the pores and is

reduced to O2
2− upon discharge. In combination with Li+, produced at the anode

as in Li–S batteries, the final discharge product lithium peroxide Li2O2 is formed

(on charging, it is decomposed again to O2 + 2Li+ + 2e−).

Li–air batteries offer an even higher theoretical energy density than Li–S of

3505Whkg−1. Among others, the most apparent problem of Li–air batteries,

which they also share with polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs),

is the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Until now, no research group has

succeeded in the synthesis of a suitable ORR catalyst to replace high-cost noble

metal catalysts such as Pt, Au, or Pd. The designing and preparation of highly
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active non-noble metal cathode catalysts for Li–air batteries and PEMFCs is one

of the most eagerly pursued targets of modern electrochemistry.

A common R&D challenge of both Li–S and Li–air technology is the poorly

controlled Li/electrolyte interface at the anode side. An improved Li–metal anode

design or an alternative material is a prerequisite for both systems to advance to

maturity.

8.4.2.3 Redox Flow Batteries

For energy storage in themedium scale (10 kW to 10MW), RFBs offer amultitude

of advantages over other technologies, such as flexibility (energy and power scale

independently), depth of discharge, rapid response, instantaneous refueling, high

cycle lifetime, and good safety features (nonhazardous materials). This renders

RFBs a suitable devicewhen it comes to applications such as load leveling or power

quality control.

In typical RFBs, two external reservoirs contain soluble electroactive species.

These are continuously circulated through the cell and undergo a reduc-

tion/oxidation process at the interface with the respective electrode. To maintain

electroneutrality, an ion-selective membrane separating the positive and the

negative redox species within the two flow compartments allows the transport of

non-reaction ions, for example, H+ [27].

Successful prototypes mostly rely on the all-vanadium chemistry with a

V2+/V3+ redox couple in the negative compartment and the corresponding

V4+/V5+ redox couple in the positive compartment [28]. Table 8.2 lists several

other RFB chemistries and the corresponding cell voltage, efficiency, as well as

energy and power density. Here, special focus shall be placed on a new concept

featuring the so-called mega ions that contain multiple transition metal redox

centers. Since the energy in RFBs is stored in the form of reduced and oxidized

electroactive species in the electrolyte, the use of mega ions offers a great

potential. Multiple redox states and the high number of electrons per unit volume

could lead to considerably higher energy and power density than in conventional

RFBs. Under electrochemical analysis, mega ions have been proved to exhibit fast

Table 8.2 Main parameters for the characterization of different redox flow battery

chemistries.

Redox couple 𝚫Ucell (V) Overall

efficiency (%)

Energy

density (Wh l−1)

Power

densitya) (Wm−2)

Iron–chromium 1.2 95 13–15 200–300

All-vanadium 1.6 83 25–35 600–700

Vanadium-bromide 1.4 74 35–70 220–320

Mega-ions 1.5 96b) 250c) 2000

a) Estimated as measured current density times cell voltage.

b) Coulomb efficiency of half-cell.

c) Estimated value based on solubility of 1 mol l−1 and six electrons per redox molecule [29].
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and reversible multielectron redox activity [29]. Besides, their application in RFBs

and also in supercaps could possibly benefit from the advantageous properties of

mega ions. However, RFBs and supercaps relying on mega ions have not reached

a state beyond laboratory status.

8.4.3

Application to a City Block

In an exemplary simple calculation, we want to outline the capabilities of such

energy clusters in terms of need-based production and autonomy. The energy

cluster we consider in the following is a 100× 100m2 five-story city block in

Munich, Germany, with a net floor space of 9000m2 (see Figure 8.21). The

first floor is assumed to accommodate shops and service industry with an

average electricity consumption of 100 kWh (m2 a)−1 [30]. From the second to

the fifth floor two-person apartments will be established. Assuming a standard

size of 80m2 per apartment, the contemplated four stories provide space for

450 apartments. Under consideration of an average electricity consumption of

2500 kWha−1 for a two-person household the total electricity demand of the

energy cluster amounts to 2 025 000 kWha−1 [30].

On the generation side, a multitude of renewable energy converters comes

into play; all estimates are based on the typical climate situations of Munich,

Germany. The roof area of 9000m2 can be equipped with panels of advanced

100 m

Legend

PV module

Redox flow battery

Organic PV Wind turbine

Pumped-storage plant

100 m30 m

30 m

Figure 8.21 Largely autonomous city block as example for energy cluster.
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monocrystalline solar cells that nowadays possess an efficiency of more than 20%

[31]. Presuming an irradiance of 1000 kWh (m2a)−1, an air mass of 1.5, and a flat

roof with an orientation of the panels toward the south, and taking into account

25% of losses (due to shadowing, snow coverage, reflection, etc.) a PV generation

of 1 350 000 kWha−1 is feasible [32]. Furthermore, organic PV covering the inner

yard of the building can produce 75 000 kWha−1, implying the same parameters

as before and an efficiency of 10% [31]. An additional installation of eight house

wind turbines with a power of 10 kW per turbine and 2000 full load hours per

year could contribute 160 000 kWha−1. In total, the on-site generation of the

energy cluster sums up to 1 585 000 kWha−1.

In consequence, only a difference of 440 000 kWha−1 cannot be produced by

the cluster itself and has to be supplemented from the power grid or by other kind

of decentralized power production (e.g., by fuel cells). This is equal to 22% of the

total consumption.

Besides energy demand and generation, the third pillar that the energy cluster

is based on is energy storage. An ambitious goal would be to store 30% of the

daily consumption, in order to account for the volatility of renewables. Upon the

installation of four small-scale pumped-storage units with a volume of 106 l each,

the height of 15m from the top floor to the basement of the building results in

a storage capacity of 220 kWh. An advanced RFB featuring an energy density of

0.25 kWh l−1 (this is based on the possibly achievable energy density using mega

ions) would be a suitable energy storage device to store the remaining 1440 kWh.

For this scale of application, the electrolyte storage tanks would need to contain

5760 l of electrolyte, which is a reasonable size for stationary devices.

All in all, the results of this assessment render energy clusters a self-sustaining

and largely autonomous element of novel energy architectures. In case of a com-

pletely autonomous cluster where a supply of the residual electricity through the

grids is not feasible or not desirable, additional systems with a high availability

need to be set up. One such system that uses a fuel that has very low carbon foot-

prints is theDEFC. Ethanol can be produced fromorganicwaste, which is plentiful

and does not interfere with the food chain. In the next section, we discuss DEFCs

as an energy conversion supplement and how it fits in the big picture of decentral-

ized energy systems.

8.5

Conversion Components, DEFC

8.5.1

Introduction to DEFC

Fuel cell technology promises to sustainably change electrical energy production

by being significantly more efficient and environmentally friendly than the

traditional combustion of fossil fuels. Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that
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convert chemical energy to electrical energy through electrochemical reactions

and so they are not limited by the Carnot efficiency.

The basic operation of a hydrogen fuel cell is fairly simple, being the reverse

of water electrolysis [33]. PEMFCs are generally considered to be among the most

advanced fuel cell technologies. In a PEMFC, hydrogen is oxidized (reaction (8.4))

by a platinum (Pt) electrocatalyst at the anode, generating electrons and protons.

Theprotonsmigrate through a proton-conductingmembrane toward the cathode,

which is also composed of Pt or Pt-based alloy, while the electrons move to the

cathode through an external circuit, generating usable electricity. Reacting with

protons and electrons at the cathode, oxygen is reduced (reaction (8.5)), thereby

forming clean water. PEMFCs are well suited for portable and microdevices, as

well as for automotive applications.

2H2 → 4H+ + 4e− (8.4)

O2 + 4e− + 4H+ → 2H2O (8.5)

Most research in fuel cells for use as portable power has employed PEMFCs.

For low-temperature (∼90 ∘C) PEMFCs running on hydrogen, the hydrogen can

be generated from electricity via electrolysis of water, but this process suffers

from the low system efficiency (60–73%) of commercial electrolyzers [34]. On the

other hand, hydrogen could be reformed from hydrocarbons and alcohols (e.g.,

methanol or ethanol) on board. While hydrogen production is common place

in the chemical industry and some interesting biotechnological advances were

made [35, 36], it is more demanding for mobile applications because of issues

such as weight, size, transient operation, and consumer safety [37]. Moreover,

low-temperature PEMFCs require a supply of almost pure H2. Especially, the CO

content in the fuel has to be low (<20 ppm) to avoid poisoning of the anode cata-

lyst [38]. In order to obtain hydrogen with such purity, selective processing that

involves multiple reforming steps and cleaning are necessary (Figure 8.22; Path

1), if it is reformed on board [39]. While demonstrator vehicles with on-board

reforming were realized, Daimler Chrysler’s Necar 5, for example, featured a very

sophisticated methanol reformer [40]; the high degree of integration required

is demanding and also leads to high costs [41]. The array of fuel processors that

is necessary to extract hydrogen from hydrocarbons was referred to as a mobile

small chemical plant [41]. Operating a PEMFC on hydrogen but at 160 ∘C does

not require the use of ultra-pure hydrogen because the catalyst poisoning by CO

is not an issue at this temperature, and therefore many of the steps shown in

Path 1 of Figure 8.22 are not required. This results in a simpler reforming process

represented in Figure 8.22 by Path 2.

In direct PEMFC systems the fuel is oxidized at the surface of the electrodewith-

out reforming, which allows for a simpler design (Figure 8.22; Path 3). Over the last

40 years, there has been extensive research on direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs)

for portable power applications at low to moderate temperatures [42–44]. How-

ever, there are a number of problems associated with the use of methanol as a
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Figure 8.22 A diagram showing the possible pathways of using ethanol as a fuel. IT, inter-

mediate temperature; HT, high temperature; LT, low temperature; PEM, polymer electrolyte

membrane.

fuel for portable power supplies. Methanol is highly toxic and could lead to long-

termenvironmental problems becausemethanol ismisciblewithwater [45].These

limitations have led researchers to investigate other fuels. Ethanol is an attractive

alternative to methanol as a fuel. Ethanol is a renewable fuel and can be produced

from farm products and also from organic waste. Ethanol and its intermediate

oxidation products have been shown to be less toxic than other alcohols. Ethanol

also can be disseminated via the existing infrastructure and it does not require

advancedmobile storage containers as is the casewith compressed or liquefiedH2.

The problem with using ethanol as a fuel (in comparison to methanol) is that

complete oxidation of ethanol requires the breaking of a C–C bond, which is diffi-

cult at traditional Pt-based catalysts. This typically leads to incomplete oxidation

of ethanol, which decreases the efficiency of the fuel cells and could provide toxic

by-products or electrode passivation. Also, the reactionmechanism of the ethanol

oxidation is not straightforward, and we will review the current knowledge of

the reaction pathway both in acidic and alkaline media. The related question of a

suitable membrane for intermediate temperatures will be also addressed. We also

present methods of model catalyst studies to the ethanol oxidation reaction both

in alkaline and acid media to take stock of what has been done so far to improve

the catalytic activity toward the total oxidation of ethanol.
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8.5.2

Ethanol versus Other Fuels

Theuse of ethanol as an alternative fuel to petroleum is associated with both great

advantages and disadvantages [46]. Unlike petroleum, ethanol can be a renewable

resource; it burnsmore cleanly in air than petroleum, producing less carbon (soot)

and carbon monoxide. The use of ethanol as opposed to petroleum could reduce

carbon dioxide emissions, provided that a renewable energy resource is used to

produce crops required to obtain ethanol and to distil fermented ethanol. Another

source is organic waste, which can be converted to ethanol. The disadvantages of

using ethanol as a fuel are not trivial; some of these disadvantages include the

lower heat of combustion (per mole, per unit of volume, and per unit of mass)

compared to petroleum, and the large amounts of arable land required to produce

the crops required to obtain ethanol, leading to problems such as soil erosion,

deforestation, fertilizer run-off, and salinity. All these problems can be circum-

vented when using waste as the resource for ethanol. Internal combustion engines

require somemodification to use high concentrations of ethanol, but this has been

shown in Brazil to be feasible.

For fuel cell applications, ethanol is becoming a more attractive fuel than both

hydrogen and methanol due to its high mass energy density and the possibility of

producing it in great quantities from biomass [47]. In addition, ethanol is less toxic

than methanol and easier to handle than hydrogen [48, 49]. The use of ethanol as

fuel has several advantages in comparison to hydrogen: it is a rather inexpensive

liquid fuel, easy to handle, to transport, and to store, and with high energy density.

In addition to the performance and efficiency of the DEFC device, the energy

density of the fuel plays a very significant role in several practical applications,

including transportation and portable power sources. It is also a crucial factor for

stationary generation because it determines which infrastructure is appropriate

for fuel distribution [50]. The term energy density is defined as the amount of

energy stored in a given system or region of space per unit volume (kWh l−1),

or per unit mass (kWhkg−1) (see above when discussing storage devices in

Section 8.4.1).

Figure 8.23 shows the energy density of various fuels. The gravimetric energy

density of pure ethanol is about one order of magnitude larger than that of pres-

surized hydrogen (e.g., at 200 bar). The gravimetric energy density of ethanol is

about two orders of magnitude higher than that of Li-ion batteries and the vol-

umetric energy density is an order of magnitude higher. The energy density of

ethanol is somewhat lower than that of conventional fuels, such as diesel fuel and

gasoline.

8.5.3

Indirect versus Direct Ethanol Fuel Cell

Ethanol as fuel can be supplied directly to the anode side of a PEMFC for direct

electrochemical oxidation of ethanol in order to produce electrical energy; in this
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Figure 8.23 Volumetric versus gravimetric energy densities of various fuels.

case, the device is called direct ethanol fuel cell. On the other hand, ethanol can be

first reformed to extract hydrogen through an on-board reformer and the hydro-

gen gas is then supplied into a fuel cell (PEM) for the electrochemical oxidation of

hydrogen at the anode producing electrical current. In the latter type, the fuel cell

used is primarily a hydrogen fuel cell and ethanol is merely used as a source for

hydrogen. There is a significant difference in the complexity between the direct

and indirect ethanol fuel cells, as illustrated previously in Figure 8.22. A simple

design for a DEFC system is shown in Figure 8.24.

The steam reforming of ethanol can provide up to 6mol of hydrogen per mole

of ethanol reacted:

CH3CH2OH + 3H2O → 2CO2 + 6H2 ΔHo = 173.4KJ ⋅mol−1 (8.6)

If the CO production is considered in the steam reforming of ethanol, the water

gas shift reaction must be taken into account. The overall process, then, will be a

combination of both reactions:

CH3CH2OH +H2O → 2CO + 4H2 (8.7)

CO +H2O → CO2 +H2 (8.8)

The ethanol reforming process has a high-energy requirement, and occurs at a

temperature of 650–700 ∘C, which is much higher than the typical operating tem-

perature of a PEMFC. In addition, fuel processing on board including the reform-

ing and cleaning stages adds to the size andweight of the fuel cell system, increases

the complexity of the system for integration, slows down the system response time,
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and adds extra maintenance requirement. For all the aforementioned reasons, on-

board fuel reforming is feasible but undesirable.

8.5.3.1 Effect of Temperature on DEFC Performance

One of the key parameters of a DEFC is the cell performance. The operating tem-

perature has a significant effect on the overall performance of DEFCs. Figure 8.25

shows a comparison between the cell performances when ethanol is directly fed as

the fuel in two different fuel cell systems, that is, solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) and

PEMFC. One can clearly distinguish that the direct ethanol SOFC exhibits a supe-

rior performance to the direct ethanol PEMFC. In the former case, the maximum

power is ∼800mWcm−2, which is almost 10 times higher than that of the direct

ethanol PEMFC at lower temperatures. This is mainly due to the much higher

SOFC’s operation temperature (800 ∘C) than that of the PEMFC (90 ∘C) [51].

8.5.3.2 Stack Hardware and Design

A single DEFC includes only one anode and one cathode; therefore, the theoret-

ical operating voltage of a single cell is 1.145V (see reactions (8.6)–(8.8)), and

the actual voltage in operation is lower than 0.9V due to various types of voltage

losses. In reality, the operating voltage can be as small as 0.7V when drawing a

useful current. This means that to produce a useful voltage, many cells have to be

connected in series. Such assembly of fuel cells in series is known as a stack. To

connect various cells (each cell is composed of a membrane electrode assembly,
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Figure 8.25 Single cell performance comparisons between direct ethanol SOFC and direct

ethanol PEMFC. Detailed operation conditions can be found elsewhere. (Reprinted from Ref.

[51].)

MEA, and two gas diffusion layers, GDLs) together, a “bipolar plate” is used.

Details regarding MEA fabrication and GDL functions are discussed in the next

section.The use of a bipolar plate provides connections all over the surface of one

cathode and the anode of the adjacent cell (hence “bipolar”), and hence they are

made of a good conductor such as graphite or stainless steel. The bipolar plate

also serves as a means of feeding oxygen to the cathode and fuel gas to the anode.

These plates can have channels grooved into them so that the gases can flow over

the face of the electrodes.

Anode ∶ C2H5OH + 3H2O → 2CO2 + 12H− + 12e− Uo = 0.085 V (8.9)

Cathode ∶ O2 + 8H+ + 8e− → 4H2O Uo = 1.230 V (8.10)

Total ∶ C2H5OH + 3O2 → 3H2O + 2CO2 ΔUo = 1.145 V (8.11)

The first step in designing a fuel cell stack is to determine its active area (or the

cell cross-sectional area) and the number of cells required in the stack.The design

inputs come from the application requirements of the stack; these include, but

are not limited to, the desired power output, desired or preferred stack voltage

or voltage range, and volume and weight limitations. Some of these requirements

may conflict with each other, so the stack design process often results in a compro-

mise solution that meets the key requirements (such as power output) and finds

an optimum between the conflicting requirements (Figure 8.26).

In Section 8.6 some of the materials important for a DEFC are discussed.
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Figure 8.26 Principle layout of a direct ethanol fuel cell (DEFC) at elevated temperatures.

8.6

Materials and Molecular Processes

The discussion in this chapter follows in large parts [52].

8.6.1

DEFC Components

We now focus on the molecular scale and how the electrochemical processes

occur at the catalyst surface. This understanding lays the ground to developing a

fuel cell. It determines what the best operating conditions are and what materials

to choose to accomplish this.

The core of present DEFCs is a polymer electrolyte ion exchange membrane.

The main function of the membrane in DEFCs, as well as in all PEMFCs, is to

transport protons from the anode to the cathode and keep the fuel and oxidant

separated, which prevents their direct reaction, which would be a chemical short

circuit. Thus, the ideal polymer must have excellent proton conductivity, high

mechanical strength, chemical and thermal stability, good flexibility, low gas

permeability, and low cost.

The most common type of membranes uses a polymer, which is modified to

include ions, such as sulfonic groups. These hydrophilic ionic species are the

key for allowing proton transport across the membrane. Nafion® is one of the
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most widely used membranes today; it is a polymer made for the first time by the

DuPont company.

The electrodes (anode and cathode) are in direct contact with the membrane

forming what is called membrane electrode assembly (MEA). The electrodes

typically consist of two main layers: catalyst layer and GDL. The electrodes must

be porous because the reactants are fed from the back side of the electrode and

must reach the membrane (electrolyte)/electrode interface, where the electro-

chemical reactions take place in the catalyst layer, or specifically, on the catalyst

surface. The catalyst layer is typically composed of a mixture of catalyst and

Nafion ionomer.The catalysts that are typically made of Pt or Pt-based alloy at the

cathode and anode, respectively, are in the form of nanoparticles supported onto

high surface area carbon.TheGDL is made of amixture of carbon and PTFE poly-

tetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) and its main function, due to its high porosity, is to

facilitate the effective diffusion of reactants to the catalyst surface at the electrocat-

alyst layer. The GDL also forms the electrical contact between the electrocatalyst

layer and the bipolar plate or other current collectors. Another important

function of the GDL is that it helps in water management in the fuel cell as it

carries the product water away from the electrolyte surface at the cathode side.

So far, the three components – membrane, electrocatalyst layer, and

GDL – form a single fuel cell, but for practical aspects several cells are

usually connected together in series to form a fuel cell stack. Bipolar plates are

used to electrically connect the cells in series where the anode of one cell is

connected to the cathode of the adjacent cell.

8.6.2

MEA and Electrodes

A fuel cell electrode is composed of a thin electrocatalyst layer pressed between

the ionomer membrane and a porous, electrically conductive substrate (GDL).

The electrocatalyst layer is a porous structure that usually consists of a matrix of

high-surface-area carbon (used to disperse the electrocatalytic nanoparticles and

connect them electrically to the current collector), small, high-surface-area cata-

lyst nanoparticles (Pt-based alloy nanoparticles in case of DEFCs), and a binder,

which is made of the same material as the polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM)

(usually Nafion).The role of Nafion in the electrocatalyst layer is to transport pro-

tons from (to) the PEM to the electrocatalytic nanoparticles at the anode (cathode)

where the electrochemical reaction takes place.The second function of the binder

is to provide mechanical strength and adhesion to the electrocatalyst layer.

The GDL is typically a carbon fiber paper or carbon cloth and it does not par-

ticipate in the electrochemical reactions but has several important functions.The

GDL provides a pathway for the reactant gases flowing in the flow field channels

to reach the catalyst layer allowing them to access the entire active area and not

just to those adjacent to the channels. It also electrically connects the catalyst layer

to the bipolar plate and provides mechanical support to the MEA, preventing it

from sagging into the flow field channels.
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TheMEA is a combination of the two catalyst layers (anode and cathode) with

the polymer membrane. There are two methods for the preparation of MEAs;

the first way is to deposit the catalyst layer to the GDL, and then hot-press it to

the membrane. This method is called catalyst-coated GDL (CCG). The second

method, which is called catalyst-coated membrane (CCM), includes the applica-

tion of the catalyst layers directly to themembrane, forming a so-called three-layer

MEA or catalyzed membrane. A GDL may be added later, either as an additional

step in MEA preparation (in that case a five-layer MEA is formed) or in a process

of stack assembly.The catalyst layermay be added to theGDL or themembrane by

many techniques, such as spraying, sputtering, painting, screen printing, decaling,

electrodeposition, evaporative deposition, and impregnation reduction. Some of

the lead manufacturers of MEAs are DuPont, 3M, and Johnson Matthey.

8.6.3

DEFC Processes

DEFCs are directly supplied with ethanol/water mixture at the anode side of the

fuel cell. Ethanol is then directly oxidized producing carbon dioxide in addition to

other possible by-products such as acetaldehyde and carbon monoxide and other

small organicmolecules.The formation of these by-products decreases the overall

performance of the fuel cell and since some of them are hazardous they need to

be avoided.The two half reactions and the overall reaction that occurs ideally in a

DEFC equipped with a proton-conducting electrolyte are outlined below:

CH3CH2OH + 3H2O → 2CO2 + 12H+ + 12e− (anode) (8.12)

3O2 + 12H+ + 12e− → 6H2O (cathode) (8.13)

CH3CH2OH + 3O2 → 2CO2 + 3H2O (overall) (8.14)

In the case of an alkaline electrolyte, the reactions can be written as follows:

CH3CH2OH + 12OH− → 2CO2 + 9H2O + 12e− (anode) (8.15)

3O2 + 6H2O + 12e− → 12OH− (cathode) (8.16)

CH3CH2OH + 3O2 → 2CO2 + 3H2O (overall) (8.17)

8.6.3.1 Ethanol Oxidation Reaction in Acidic Media

The ethanol oxidation reaction in acidic media follows amultistep reactionmech-

anism with a formation of by-products that reduces the electron yield. Some of

these by-products adsorb on the catalyst surface leading to its deactivation [53,

54]. To elucidate the oxidation mechanism, ethanol oxidation in acidic media was

investigated by several means including differential electrochemical mass spec-

troscopy (DEMS) [55–60], Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) [45,
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53, 55, 61–63], gas chromatography (GC), high-performance liquid chromatog-

raphy (HPLC) [64–67], and, more recently, liquid-state nuclear magnetic reso-

nance spectroscopy (NMR) [68]. There is no one exact mechanism for the elec-

trochemical oxidation of ethanol, as themechanism, and ultimately the CO2 yield,

depend largely on catalyst composition, temperature, pressure, electrode poten-

tial, and even ethanol concentration. All the possible reaction intermediates and

by-products, resulting from the electrochemical oxidation pathways of ethanol on

40wt% Pt/C catalysts, were summarized in an extensive chart by Kim et al. [68].

In order to achieve a high activity for the ethanol oxidation reaction, that is,

increase the CO2 yield according to reaction (8.16), the C–C and C–H bonds need

to be cleaved efficiently [59]; otherwise at least one of the partial oxidative reac-

tions given in reactions (8.18)–(8.20) takes place:

CH3CH2OH → CH3CHO + 2H+ + 2e− (8.18)

CH3CH2OH +H2O → CH3CH(OH)2 + 2H+ + 2e− (8.19)

CH3CH2OH +H2O → CH3COOH + 4H+ + 4e− (8.20)

The formation of any of the by-products, acetaldehyde (Eq. (8.17)), ethane-1,1-

diol (Eq. (8.18)), or acetic acid (Eq. (8.19)), is not desirable as it results in the

decrease of the exploitable energy content of 8 kWhkg−1 [57]. The formation of

acetaldehyde or ethane-1,1-diol is associated with the release of 2mol of electrons

permole of ethanol, while the formation of acetic acid is accompanied by four elec-

trons, in contrast to 12 electrons in the case of CO2 formation, which is the most

desirable pathway.

The low reaction kinetics of ethanol oxidation is the major problem associated

with using it as a fuel versus methanol oxidation [69] and so the efficiency of the

system is quite different for ethanol than that for methanol. Methanol oxidation

shows that carbon dioxide represents approximately 90% of products, whereas it

varies between 20% and 40% depending on the catalyst material for ethanol oxi-

dation [60].

When pure Pt is used as a catalyst for ethanol oxidation, studies showed that

most of the ethanol was oxidized to acetic acid or acetaldehyde, and only a small

fraction of CO2 was obtained. The oxidation of ethanol on various catalysts

composed of alloyed Pt with other transition elements showed an improvement

in the catalytic activity [59, 70–72]. The most widely investigated materials for

DEFC anode catalyst are the binary Pt–Ru and Pt–Sn and their corresponding

ternary Pt–Ru-based and Pt–Sn-based alloys. The superior performance of

these binary and ternary alloy electrocatalysts for the oxidation of ethanol with

respect to pure Pt is attributed to the bifunctional effect [73] and/or to the ligand

(electronic) interaction between Pt and alloyed metal(s) [73–75]. According to

the bifunctional mechanism, the strongly adsorbed oxygen-containing species

produced from the partial oxidation of ethanol, such as CO, can be released to

make the Pt sites available for further ethanol adsorption in the presence of Ru
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or Sn. Any of these two elements tends to form an ad-layer of oxygenated species

(OH/O) at a much lower potential range with respect to that of Pt, and thus

supply oxygen atoms at adjacent sites needed for the oxidation/and removal of the

adsorbed oxygen-containing species on the Pt sites. The ligand effect postulates

that the presence of Ru or Sn modifies the electronic structure of Pt, and, as a

consequence, the adsorption of oxygen-containing species.

8.6.4

Anode Catalysts

PtRu alloys have become widely used electrocatalysts for DEFCs because it was

found that alloying platinumwith ruthenium helps increase the carbonmonoxide

tolerance of the platinum catalysts. Pt–Ru catalysts have also been used exten-

sively for DMFCs and for hydrogen/oxygen fuel cells that employ contaminated

hydrogen gas that is produced from a reformation process that may have carbon

monoxide or carbon monoxide-like by-products.

The effect of temperature on ethanol electrochemical oxidation on Pt and

Pt–Ru supported on carbon was investigated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) [76].

It was found that as the temperature increases from 25 to 80 ∘C, the CV results

showed that Pt supported on carbon increased currents (i.e., electrocatalytic

activity) by a factor of 4 only, whereas PtRu supported on carbon resulted in about

an eight times increase in the electrocatalytic activity, for the same temperature

range. The remarkable enhancement in ethanol oxidation by adding Ru to the Pt

catalyst was attributed to the strong adsorption of OH on Ru.

The amount of Ru in the Pt–Ru catalyst has a very significant effect on the cat-

alytic activity toward ethanol oxidation. Pt–Ru anode catalysts with atomic ratio

(Pt:Ru) of 4 : 1 was found to have very poor activity for the electrochemical oxi-

dation of ethanol at room temperature [77]. This poor activity can be explained

by the insufficient Ru sites required to effectively assist the oxidation of adsorbed

residues and thus the oxidation current (catalytic activity) remains almost at the

levels obtained for pure Pt. Using cyclic voltammetry measurements, it was found

that [78] the activity for the ethanol oxidation of Pt–Ru/C increases with the

increase of the ruthenium content in the catalysts (range investigated up to Pt:Ru

1 : 3). An optimum Pt:Ru composition of about 3 : 2 was reported for the ethanol

oxidation [79].

Figure 8.27 shows a comparison of fuel cell performance (polarization curves)

for different alcohols oxidized on PtRu alloys as anode catalysts. It can be seen

from the figure that the performance of a fuel cell running on methanol is bet-

ter than those with all other alcohol fuels at high current densities. At a current

density of 250mAcm−2, the cell voltage of a fuel cell running on methanol is 15%,

100%, and 700% higher than when ethanol, 1-propanol, and 2-propanol, respec-

tively, are used as fuels [60]. At low current densities, the performance of DEFC is

better than that with the other three fuels. This superior performance of ethanol

at low current density is likely due to a decrease in crossover of ethanol versus

methanol to the cathode through the polymer membrane. It is also interesting to
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a 4 mg cm−2 Pt–Ru catalyst at the anode and a 4 mg cm−2 platinum black at the cathode.

(Wang et al. [60]. With permission.)

note that at the whole current density range the performance of propanol is sig-

nificantly worse than that of methanol and ethanol. The oxidation of 1-propanol

results in carbon dioxide and propionaldehyde, while the oxidation of 2-propanol

forms carbon dioxide and acetone. It is worth mentioning that the direct alcohol

fuel cells studied in Figure 8.27 are being operated at a high temperature of 170 ∘C
[60]; an electrolyte membrane of polybenzimidazole was used as the temperature

is too high for Nafion to be used.

8.6.4.1 Pt–Sn as DEFC Anode Catalyst

Platinum and tin form five bimetallic intermetallic phases, Pt3Sn, PtSn, Pt2Sn3,

PtSn2, and PtSn4, of which Pt3Sn and PtSn are congruently melting compositions.

These intermetallic phases are distinguished by distinct crystalline structures and

unique X-ray diffraction patterns. Kuznetzov et al. [80] asserted that Pt forms

nearly all possible alloys with Sn. Then, the shift of the fcc Pt peaks of Pt–Sn cat-

alysts to lower angles than pure Pt but to higher angles than the fcc Pt3Sn phase

should reveal the formation of a solid solution between Pt and Sn, due to the incor-

poration of Sn in the fcc structure of Pt. Radmilovic et al. [81], instead, attributed

the value of the lattice constant of 0.3965 nm found for a commercial carbon sup-

ported Pt:Sn 1.23 : 1 catalyst, prepared by a conventional precipitation route by

decomposing Pt and Sn precursors at 500 ∘C, to a mixture of Pt9Sn (0.3934 nm)

[82] and Pt3Sn phases. Given the near-coincidence of the Pt9Sn and Pt3Sn reflec-

tions and the particle size broadening, amixture of Pt9Sn and stoichiometric Pt3Sn

would produce a diffraction pattern very similar to that of a nonstoichiometric

Pt3Sn phase. Carbon supported Pt–Sn catalysts are commonly prepared in the

absence of thermal treatment, and, as a consequence, are formed by an fcc Pt–Sn
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alloy (or a mixture of Pt9Sn and Pt3Sn phases) and Sn and Pt oxides. The relative

amounts of the Pt–Sn alloy and SnO2 affects the electrochemical activity of these

catalysts.

Conversely to DMFCs, DEFCs with Pt–Sn/C as anode material performed bet-

ter than those with Pt–Ru/C [24, 39, 40], as shown in Figure 8.28. Song and Tsi-

akaras [49] compared the cell performances of DEFCswith various Pt–Sn/C (2 : 1)

and Pt–Ru/C (1 : 1) catalysts as anode materials. As can be seen in Figure 8.28,

the cells with Pt–Sn/C catalysts prepared by different methods performed bet-

ter than the cells with commercial and in-house prepared Pt–Ru/C. In addition,

Pt–Sn shows a much higher CO2 efficiency, that is, a higher degree of complete

oxidation than Pt–Ru catalyst [57].

8.6.4.2 Ethanol Oxidation Reaction in Alkaline Media

The kinetics of methanol oxidation on Pt and PtRu was found to be one order of

magnitude higher in alkaline media than that in acid solutions [83].This is mainly

due to the increased adsorption of OHads on the catalyst surface, which helps

oxidize the COads that is adsorbed on the Pt surface. As this oxygen-containing

group is also of great importance for the ethanol oxidation reaction [68, 72, 84, 85],

improved kinetics are expected for the anode reaction of alkaline direct ethanol

fuel cells (ADEFCs). This notion is backed by density functional theory (DFT)

studies that indicated that ethanol oxidation is pH dependent because of its sen-

sitivity to the amount of adsorbed OH [86].

Similar to the ethanol oxidation reaction in acid media, the ethanol oxidation in

alkalinemedia was studied by several techniques including electrochemical meth-

ods [87, 88], electrochemistry in combination with FTIR [89, 90], DEMS [91–93],

or chromatography [94, 95].The full oxidation of ethanol to CO2 in alkalinemedia

is associated with the production of 12 electrons for each mole of ethanol; how-

ever, the challenge remains to fully oxidize the ethanol to CO2 and not to end up

with acetaldehyde or acetic acid, because both diminish the faradaic efficiency of

the oxidation reaction [95]. The formation of acetic acid is considered a dead end

as it is considered a final product that cannot be further oxidized [57]. On the

other hand, acetaldehyde is seen as an active reaction intermediate some of which

can be further oxidized once formed on the catalyst surface [87, 88, 95]. It was

found that the fuel cell operating temperature is the most important parameter to

influence CO2 selectivity [95]. Specifically, increasing the temperature from 60 to

100 ∘C resulted in an increase in the CO2 current efficiency from 6.0% to 30.6%

on a Pd/C anode, in this case.

8.6.4.3 Elevated Temperature Direct Ethanol Fuel Cell Membranes – Pros and Cons

There is some agreement within the DEFC community that in order to accelerate

the kinetics of the ethanol oxidation reaction and thus reduce the loading of the

precious metal catalysts used, higher operation temperatures are needed [45, 55,

65, 66, 87, 94, 96, 97].This will require an electrolyte membrane suitable for these

temperatures. Mechanical, thermal, and cycle stability as well as high ionic con-

ductivity have to bemet by themembranematerial. Perfluorosulfonic membranes
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density curves in a single DEFC with Pt–Sn/C

(2 : 1) and Pt–Ru/C (1 : 1) catalysts. (a)

Pt–Sn/C-a (prepared by the deposition of Sn

on preformed Pt/C) and commercial Pt–Ru/C,

(b) Pt–Sn/C-b (prepared by simultaneous
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(Reprinted from Ref. [67], Copyright (2005),

with permission from Elsevier.)
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of theNafion type are usually considered as first choice for PEMFCs. Nafionmem-

branes are not suitable for a DEFC working at intermediate temperatures because

they release water at temperatures higher than 373K, which results in ionic con-

ductivity deterioration, and the glass transition temperature lies around 403K

[98]. Modifications of Nafion membranes with metal oxides MO2 (M=Zr, Si, Ti)

resulted in noticeable improvement in their thermomechanical stability. Nafion-

ZrO2 outperforms unmodified Nafion membranes in terms of water uptake and

conductivity, but this modification can raise themaximum operation temperature

only up to 393K [99]. Other oxygen ion and proton conductors that do not con-

tain water and can operate in the intermediate temperature range 400–800K for

fuel cell applications are still in a development stage [100].

Proton conductors made either from salts of inorganic oxygen acids [101]

or inorganic materials that do not contain water [102] as well as ionic lattice

conduction of oxide ceramics suitable for operation at 773K [103, 104] were

intensively investigated. Shimada et al. [66] presented a DEFC working in a

temperature range of 508–533K. In this work, CsH2PO4/SiO2 (SiO2: 1wt%) elec-

trolyte was employed to manufacture the MEA. CsH2PO4 is a hydrogen-bonded

oxyacid proton-conducting material that exhibits a reversible phase transition at

Tc = 503 K [105, 106]. The high temperature cubic phase is stable and shows a

high conductivity of >10−2 S⋅cm−1 under appropriate humidity conditions [105].

The SiO2 added to the electrolyte enhances the overall conductivity due to its

hydrophilicity and the introduction of point defects. However, it was found that

the high conductivity of CsH2PO4 can only be maintained in the relatively narrow

temperature range from 508 to 533K, which requires high pressure or humidity

[107]. Ammonium polyphosphate (NH4PO3) is another possible candidate for

a membrane material for intermediate DEFCs [107–110]. Haufe et al. [109]

studied the polyphosphate composite [NH4PO3]6[(NH4)2SiP4O13] by chemical

analysis, X-ray diffraction, thermal gravimetry, impedance spectroscopy, and

NMR techniques at temperatures up to 573K. It was found that the material is

stable but after an initial weight loss due to ammonia release and exhibits a high

conductivity of 0.1 S⋅cm−1, as can be seen in Figure 8.29. Matsui et al. [111, 112]

reported high conductivities for the composites [NH4PO3]6[(NH4)2MP4O13]

(M=Ti and Si) with activation energies as low as 0.39 and 0.21 eV, respectively,

in ambient air. They reported structural changes at intermediate temperatures,

which resulted in peculiar ionic-conducting properties and could not assign

the observed effect to either the matrix or the decomposed species. This was

later clearly answered by Wang et al. who investigated a series of six composites

with the structure [NH4PO3]6[(NH4)2Si1−xTixP4O13] (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) and concluded

that the contribution of the metal cations to the transport properties is minor

[113]. Once more, they confirmed high conductivities in a temperature range of

400–550K. In general, it was shown that the ammonium polyphosphate mate-

rials could prove to be a good candidate for intermediate temperature fuel cells

as they feature high conductivity in the desired temperature range (423–473K)

[114, 115]. This is associated with small activation energies providing sufficient

conductivity down to room temperature. Recently, the preparation of a flexible
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membrane was achieved, making the fabrication of a MEA more straightforward

[116]. Future work should be aimed at either improving mechanical stability or at

gaining a deeper understanding of the adsorption/desorption process of water,

which is correlated with the mechanism of ion transport. A review on the status

of alkaline anion-exchange membranes (AAEMs) for alkaline fuel cells [117]

or reviews on alkaline fuel cells with a section dedicated to AAEMs [118, 119]

were published recently. It is stated that besides considerable efforts, commercial

AEMs are in an early stage of development. Key issues are to explain the transport

mechanism of hydroxide anions and to increase the conductivity [117]. Another

constraint is the precipitation of carbonates from the CO2 generated at the anode

on the electrode, which can destroy the active layer [118, 120].

8.6.5

Model Catalysts

Significant amount of work was performed in order to investigate the reaction

mechanism of the ethanol oxidation reaction on various electrode materials

including polycrystalline platinum and platinum-based alloys of other metals

such as tin, ruthenium, or rhodium supported on carbon materials. However,

designing and tuning the catalysts’ activity by careful control of their composi-

tional and structural properties, down to the level of atoms, is one of the ultimate

goals of catalysis. This would lay the foundation for an “atomistic engineering” of

catalyst surfaces [121]. The activity toward a certain reaction is a measure of how

well the catalyst promotes the reaction by enabling the four functions of a catalyst:

Firstly, the catalyst adsorbs the target molecule and cleaves some of its bonds.
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It then retains the reactants at close proximity to the surface. By definition, the

catalyst facilitates the targeted reaction or even enables new pathways. And lastly,

when the desired reaction takes place, the catalyst has to release the products so

that the catalyst site becomes active again.

As real catalyst systems are rather complex to investigate, it is very beneficial

to use an approach where a model catalyst is correlated with the various parame-

ters of catalyst activity. These parameters include the composition of the catalyst

nanoparticles, their size [122–124], their dispersion [125, 126], the coordination

of surface atoms [127, 128], and the influence of the support material [129–131].

Enhanced mass transport due to spherical diffusion toward 0D particles also has

to be considered [132–134].

8.6.5.1 Creating Nanostructured Model Surfaces

Well-defined electrode surfaces are of the greatest importance for the fun-

damental understanding of reactions at interfaces. Therefore, single crystals

and highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), show a very high degree of

three-dimensional ordering, and are employed as model electrodes or as support

for dispersed particles [135–137]. For single crystals, the orientation of the

crystal face can influence the kinetics. The second step in creating a model

catalyst system, after creating a well-defined surface, is the deposition of single

particles or small clusters onto the surface. There are several ways [138, 139] to

form nanostructured modifications on surfaces; these include electrochemical

deposition or top-down lithography methods. The different methods of how

nanolithography can be performed by either a scanning tunneling microscope

(STM) or an electrochemical scanning tunneling microscope (EC-STM) were

extensively reviewed [140, 141]. A STM tip can be used for the creation of nucle-

ation centers by mechanical interaction between the tip and the substrate [142].

The local removal of a tarnishing film with the tip followed by electrodeposition

results in metal deposition only at the freshly uncovered sites of the surface

[143]. A conceptually different method that can be used to create controlled

nanostructures using an STM tip is the so-called jump-to-contact method

[144–146]. In this method, metal ions from the solution are deposited on the tip

[147]. Then the tip is brought to a very close proximity of the surface that the

jump-to-contact occurs, leading to the formation of a metal bridge between the

substrate and the tip. Successive withdrawal of the tip leaves a small metal cluster

on the surface. The main advantages of this method are that it can be performed

at kilohertz rates, the STM tip can “read” the produced pattern after “writing”

it, and that the cluster size can be controlled within a certain range [140].

Electrochemical metal deposition is a fast and convenient way to modify surfaces

with foreign metals from solution in a well-defined manner [137]. Although the

actual mechanism of the particle growth is still a subject of scientific debate [148,

149], electrodeposition is an important tool to create supported nanoparticles.

Pulse electrodeposition is usually used to form a relatively uniform distribution

of nanoparticles, for example, Pt or Au on HOPG surfaces [150]. However, with

a single pulse deposition, the reaction may run into mass-transport limitation,
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especially when high overpotentials are applied. As the depletion zones overlap

more for particles with close andmany neighbors, they grow slower and therefore

single pulses lead to increasing size dispersion [151, 152]. A short (μs–ms),

high-overpotential nucleation pulse followed by a low-overpotential growth

pulse is usually used to reduce this diffusional coupling effect. The longer (>1 s)

second pulse leads to steady growth of metal particles without further nucleation

[153]. It has been recently shown that using the double-pulse technique the size

of platinum particles on a boron-doped diamond (1 0 0) surface can be tuned

between 1 and 15 nm in height and 5 and 50 nm in apparent radius, while keeping

the particle density constant [154].

Once a suitable nanostructured model system has been created to experimen-

tally identify parameters that influence reactivity, the second and third steps are to

measure the reactivity of the created nanostructures and to combine these find-

ings, often assisted by theoretical calculations and models, to a valid theory. In

the following section, we discuss the status of model catalyst research performed

for the ethanol oxidation reaction, both in acidic and alkaline media. Specifically,

we elaborate on the influence of coordination, composition, substrate, particle

size, and dispersion on the electrocatalytic activity. As it is of significance for the

ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR), we treat the degree of alloying of bimetallic cat-

alysts as an additional parameter. In addition, we discuss experiments dealing with

temperature dependence of some catalysts for the EOR.

8.6.5.2 Acidic Media

To study the kinetics of ethanol oxidation on various Pt single crystal surfaces

(i.e., Pt of various coordination numbers), the adsorption of CO and evolution

of CO2 on Pt(111), Pt(110), and Pt(100) electrode surfaces were monitored with

FTIRwhile applying potential steps in 0.1 or 1MEtOH solution in a flow cell [155].

The correlation of the FTIR spectra with CV data of the three Pt basal planes (CV

data not shown here) revealed the potential dependence of COads coverage and

capability of the planes to cleave the C–C bond. Pt(111) was not only found to

have the lowest intensity of CO adsorption but it also exhibits the lowest activ-

ity toward C–C bond splitting. Both the Pt(100) and the Pt(110) basal planes are

more active for C–Cbond cleavage than Pt(111). Also, when theC–C splitting rate

on Pt(111) was compared with polycrystalline and stepped (Pt(355)) platinum,

the Pt(111) basal plane showed a lower activity, as indicated by CO2 production

[156]. Colmati et al. [157] found that ethanol oxidation onPt(111) producesmostly

acetaldehyde as it showed little or no COads coverage. The group was also able

to detect a difference in activity between Pt(100) and Pt(110), and assigned the

higher C–C splitting activity to the Pt(110) electrode, which was attributed to

the high activity of the Pt(110) steps toward C–C splitting. The COads oxidation

requires adsorbed OH species [68, 72, 84], which is not readily supplied when

the entire surface is covered with COads. Therefore, an intermediate C–C cleav-

age rate, as obtained for the Pt(554) surface, which is simply a combination of

Pt(111) and Pt(110) properties, is found to produce optimal catalytic conditions.

Figure 8.30 shows the maximum current density and the peak potential versus
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reference hydrogen electrode (RHE) of bulk ethanol oxidation on Pt(111), Pt(15

15 14), Pt(554), Pt(553), and Pt(110) electrodes in H2SO4 and HClO4.The highest

current densities were achieved on Pt(554) in HClO4 and on Pt(553) in H2SO4.

The influence of the supporting electrolyte on the electrocatalytic activity can be

explained by the preferential adsorption of bi(sulfate) on Pt on terraces rather than

on steps [158, 159].

In addition to the coordination of Pt, there is another approach that can be used

in order to enhance the electrocatalytic activity, which is changing the composi-

tion of the catalyst by combining the Pt with a second metal to obtain a binary

catalyst. This can result in a noticeable change in the electronic properties, for

example, changes in the adsorption energy, and thus changing the catalytic activ-

ity of the Pt (electronic effect). On the other hand, this composition change may

allow for a bifunctional mechanism [160]. Some of the metals that are added to

Pt in order to enhance its long-term catalytic activity include Ru, Ni, Mo, or Sn

[161]. The reasoning behind the bifunctional mechanism is similar to that of the

superiority of Pt(554) over Pt(110), although the latter is more active toward C–C
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bond cleavage [158, 162]. Pure Pt exhibits the highest activity for the C–C bond

cleavage; however, the high coverage of COads on platinum results in blocking

the Pt sites that are available for OHads, and thus impedes the oxidation of CO to

CO2 [62].The required surface oxygenated species can be supplied by the adjacent

cocatalyst atom, allowing for higher catalytic activity [97].

The effect of the addition of a second metal (Ru, Pd, W, and Sn) to Pt was

investigated in terms of the platinum lattice parameter [97]. It was found that

the addition of Ru or Pd results in decreasing the Pt lattice parameter, while it

is increased by alloying Pt with Sn or W. The activity of these binary catalysts

for the ethanol oxidation reaction was found to increase in the following order

PtPd<PtW<PtRu<PtSn. When various compositions of PtSn catalyst, ranging

from Pt1Sn1 to Pt4Sn1, were examined for their activities, an almost volcano plot

was obtained when the peak power of a DEFC with the respective catalysts over

atomic percentage of Sn was plotted.

The apex of the volcano forms due to the interplay between the enhanced activ-

ity due to lattice expansion and the decreased conductivity as a result of the higher

amounts of semiconducting tin oxide [163]. For temperatures from 60 to 90 ∘C,
the optimal Sn content was found to be 30–40% [97], while a slightly higher value

of 50% was found to be the optimum for ethanol oxidation at room temperature

[164]. So it was concluded that the operating temperature has an influence on the

optimal composition [160]. Increasing the lattice parameter results in changing

the Pt electronic properties, and thus the catalytic activity, by shifting the d-band

of the Pt down, as reported for Pt3Sn [165, 166]. It has been reported that the oxi-

dation state of Sn in the bimetallic catalyst, whether it is in the alloy form, such as

in Pt–Sn, or in the oxide form, such as in Pt–SnOx, has a pronounced effect on the

reaction mechanism [167–169]. Godoi et al. investigated the activity of Pt–SnOx

catalysts with different amounts of alloyed and oxidized forms of Sn, while keeping

the same overall composition (Pt ∶ Sn = 7 ∶ 3, particle size ≈ 3 nm) [168]. The

obtained catalytic activities toward ethanol oxidation were higher for catalysts

that were treated in hydrogen atmosphere and therefore showed a higher degree

of alloying than for catalysts with a higher amount of oxidized Sn. This enhance-

ment in catalytic activity was attributed to an electronic effect that is caused by

increased filling of the Pt 5d band when the degree of alloy increases.

Besides the catalyst itself, the support may play a crucial role in the catalytic

activity [134, 170]. Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were compared

to commercial Vulcan carbon as a support for Pt–Sn catalyst [171]. CO strip-

ping voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy results indicate

higher exchange currents on the MWCNT support. These higher currents were

attributed to the oxygenated surface functional groups on the support that act as

nuclei to anchor the Pt–Sn particles, the improved electronic conductivity of the

MWCNTs, and the improved metal–support interaction. In a similar manner, Pt

and Pt–Ru nanoparticles were investigated on graphene support and compared

to graphite and Vulcan substrate [172].

Although well-defined supports, such as HOPG, were employed for studies on

the deposition of DEFC-relevant catalysts such as Pt–Sn [173], there are only a
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few reports on the influence of model supports on the ethanol oxidation reaction.

In a study performed by El-Shafei and Eiswirth [174], Sn sub-monolayers were

deposited on Pt(100), Pt(110), and Pt(111) single crystal electrodes and the effect

of Sn coverage rate of ethanol oxidation was investigated. For all the three inves-

tigated basal planes, the addition of Sn was found to enhance the activity, and

the highest increase was reported for Pt(110) on which it led to a more than 10-

fold increase in oxidation current. The optimum coverage was found to depend

on the basal plane, where 0.2, 0.25, and 0.52 of a monolayer of Sn for Pt(100),

Pt(111), and Pt(110), respectively, were reported. Zheng et al. [175] performed

similar work and it was concluded that Sn adsorbs preferably on the hollow sites

of the low-index basal planes Pt(111) and Pt(100); however, it does not show sig-

nificant adsorption on Pt(110) single crystals.

The influence of particle size was also investigated by comparing the activity

of catalysts (Pt/C, Pt–Ru/C, and Pt3Sn/C ) synthesized via the polyol route with

commercial ones [176]; however, no size-induced effects could be observed as a

lower degree of alloy formation for the synthesized particles led to a decrease in

activity that overlaid other effects (compare [168]). Another study investigated

the particle size effects using Pt particles on carbon support in a half-cell. This

study revealed a maximum specific activity for a particle size of 2.5 nm. This was

attributed to a compromise between structural effects and oxophilicity of the Pt

surface [177].

8.6.5.3 Alkaline Media

Although the activity of organic molecule oxidation is higher in alkaline media

than in acidic media [178], the ethanol oxidation reaction was much less studied

in alkaline media due to some challenges including the carbonation, which leads

tomembrane deactivation. Lai and Koper [158] investigated the ethanol oxidation

reaction in alkaline media on Pt single crystal electrodes.The results indicate that

the catalytic activity of ethanol oxidation on all the investigated Pt single crystals

in NaOH is significantly higher than in HClO4. The initial current for the ethanol

oxidation is higher in alkalinemedia than in acidicmedia; however, deactivation of

the electrodes is more prominent in the alkaline solution.The deactivation is even

stronger for surfaces with wide terraces (Pt(111) and Pt(15 15 14)). This deactiva-

tion is due to the formation of adsorbed CHx species, which cannot be stripped

as easily as in acid media [158]. These species were detected in higher amounts

on Pt(111) than on Pt(554) surfaces. It was suggested that CHx,ads species are sta-

ble only on terrace sites, while they quickly oxidize to COads on (110) sites. Also,

the onset potential for oxidation currents was found to be as low as 0.35V versus

RHE for Pt(110) in alkaline media [178]. Tian et al. [179] used electrodeposited

Pd nuclei in order to grow tetra-hexahedral Pd nanocrystals. These nanocrystals

predominantly feature [180] facets that are composed of two (210) steps followed

by one (310) step.These crystals showed four- to sixfold increase in ethanol oxida-

tion reaction current when compared to commercial Pd-black in 0.1M EtOH and

0.1M NaOH. This behavior was attributed to the high concentration of surface

atomic steps on these crystals.
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For the effect of the catalyst composition on the catalytic activity of ethanol oxi-

dation in alkaline media, it was found that the activity of Pd is slightly higher than

that of Pt [92, 181]. However, as for Pt in acidic media, the C–C bond cleavage is

rather difficult and acetate ions are the main product [88]. As in acidic media, the

addition of Sn to the catalyst was investigated for the ethanol oxidation reaction

in alkaline environment [182–184]. Templated Pt–Sn (80 : 20) catalysts showed

a slight improvement over templated Pt catalysts [184]. As the observed current

densities at lower potentials are higher for the Pt–Sn catalyst, it was hypothesized

that the presence of tin oxides facilitates the oxidation of adsorbed intermediates.

Antolini and Gonzalez gave an overview about studies investigating the different

catalyst systems that were investigated for the ethanol oxidation reaction in alka-

line media [118]. In addition to bimetallic PtMx and PdMx, they list additions of

various oxides to Pt/C and Pd/C and also catalyst systems such as Ru–Ni with-

out any Pd or Pt content. Zhu et al. [185] reported the observation of a substrate

and composition effect when growing Pd on carbon-supported gold nanoparti-

cles.While the absolute ethanol oxidation current is highest for pure Pd onVulcan

carbon, the current per microgram of Pd is highest when measured for a Pd:Au

ratio of 1 : 4. This was attributed to a shift in the Pd3d binding energy, induced by

the Au, which weakens the bonding interaction between the adsorbed species and

Pd and therefore enhances the anti-poison capabilities of the catalyst [186].

Studies on the influence of the size or dispersion of catalyst nanoparticles on

their activity toward ethanol oxidation reaction in alkaline media are rare. One

recent publication investigated the activity of spherical Pd nanopoarticles with

varying sizes on Ni-foil [187]. To correct for the size-dependent catalyst load-

ing, the measured currents were converted to currents per millimole of Pd and

found that nanoparticles with a diameter of 12.0 nm showed a 359 times higher

loading-normalized current during CVmeasurements than catalyst particles with

a diameter of 28.8 nm. Particles with intermediate diameters (14.0 and 18.9 nm)

followed the same trend. The authors stated that enhancement of intrinsic cat-

alytic activity of the electrodes with smaller particles is due to an increase in “true”

surface area and the availability of more energized surface Pd atoms [187].

8.6.5.4 A FewWords about Cathode Catalysts (Conventional and MeOH Tolerant

Catalysts)

The ideal material for a DEFC cathode should have a high activity for the

ORR and a high tolerance for ethanol oxidation. Pt alloyed with some of the

first-row transition metals was found to give a higher activity for ORR than

pure platinum in low temperature fuel cells [188–191]. The improvement in the

ORR activity obtained when Pt–M alloy electrocatalysts are used was attributed

to both geometric (decrease of the Pt–Pt bond distance) [192] and electronic

factors (increase of Pt d-electron vacancy) [188]. Ethanol adsorption and oxygen

adsorption are competing with each other for the surface sites. Similar to the case

of methanol oxidation on Pt surface, the dissociative chemisorption of ethanol

requires the existence of ensembles of several adjacent Pt atoms [48, 193], and

the presence of foreign atoms around Pt-active sites within these ensembles
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could block ethanol adsorption on Pt sites due to the dilution effect. On the other

hand, oxygen adsorption requires only two adjacent sites and so it is not affected

significantly by the presence of the second metal. In addition to a high ORR

activity, Pt–Ni and Pt–Co alloys also presented a good tolerance for methanol

oxidation [194–197]. On this basis, many binary alloy electrocatalysts were

investigated as an ethanol-tolerant cathode material including Pt–Co and Pt–Pd,

both supported on carbon. When a commercially available carbon supported

Pt–Co (3 : 1) electrocatalyst was tested in a single DEFC, it was found that in the

cathode region of the potential (0.7–0.9V vs RHE) Pt/C and Pt–Co/C have the

same activity for ethanol oxidation [198]. On the other hand, by measurements

of oxygen reduction in H2SO4 in the presence and in the absence of ethanol,

promising results were obtained using a Pt–Pd (9 : 1) catalyst [199].The Pt–Pd/C

catalyst possesses about the same ORR activity, but a higher ethanol tolerance

than Pt and Pt–Co.

8.7

Conclusions – Folding It Back

In the preceding chapters, a description was given of an autonomous energy sys-

temwhere electrochemical devices play an important role.The problem of energy

management is a striking one when various devices for energy conversion and

energy storage need to be used. Since technical characteristics of the devices are

quite different, a thorough analysis of the primary energy supply is necessarily

contrasted by the anticipated electricity demand structure. Here, the importance

of a sophisticated procedure as represented by the computer science approach

is needed for analysis, control, and optimization of the overall system. Taking

this a step further, one can think of implementing computing capabilities into

the devices themselves in order to make them “smart,” that is, providing intel-

ligence in their operation depending on external factors. So, devices themselves

know how their efficiency, time response, expected life time, and so on are under

the given parameters such as operating conditions and actual state of health. In

the overall context of operation, the devices decide themselves which one takes

over a required task in order to fulfill the operational demand. In such a kind of

bottom-up process hardware components with usually limited technical capabil-

ities but which are continuously operating and being monitored can eventually

be improved considerably through software in their functionality in an energy

system.

Another aspect, which is almost opposite, is how to improve the hardware itself

of components. Achieving a better understanding of the functionality of single

components in the complete system allows for a better feedback for a possible

hardware optimization of single components.This would be done in a typical top-

down approach. Having fully understood the main operational parameters of a

certain device its improvement can be done in much more focused way.
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Combining the various views described in the previous chapters one can see

how further developments and improvements in energy systems can be accom-

plished. In some areas it is a top-down approach and in others it is bottom up.

Understanding the functioning of these different ways in a rather complex system

avoids a biased view toward certain ways of solving problems (influenced by the

philosophy of a given discipline), be it a scientific or an engineering one.The com-

bination of both, maybe mediated by a discipline such as computer science, can

considerably enhance our capabilities to deal with complex systems.
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